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3D Knitting for Pneumatic Soft Robotics

Vanessa Sanchez,* Kausalya Mahadevan, Gabrielle Ohlson, Moritz A. Graule, 
Michelle C. Yuen, Clark B. Teeple, James C. Weaver, James McCann, Katia Bertoldi,  
and Robert J. Wood*

Soft robots adapt passively to complex environments due to their inherent 
compliance, allowing them to interact safely with fragile or irregular objects 
and traverse uneven terrain. The vast tunability and ubiquity of textiles has 
enabled new soft robotic capabilities, especially in the field of wearable 
robots, but existing textile processing techniques (e.g., cut-and-sew, thermal 
bonding) are limited in terms of rapid, additive, accessible, and waste-free 
manufacturing. While 3D knitting has the potential to address these limita-
tions, an incomplete understanding of the impact of structure and material 
on knit-scale mechanical properties and macro-scale device performance has 
precluded the widespread adoption of knitted robots. In this work, the roles 
of knit structure and yarn material properties on textile mechanics spanning 
three regimes–unfolding, geometric rearrangement, and yarn stretching–are 
elucidated and shown to be tailorable across unique knit architectures and 
yarn materials. Based on this understanding, 3D knit soft actuators for exten-
sion, contraction, and bending are constructed. Combining these actuation 
primitives enables the monolithic fabrication of entire soft grippers and 
robots in a single-step additive manufacturing procedure suitable for a variety 
of applications. This approach represents a first step in seamlessly “printing” 
conformal, low-cost, customizable textile-based soft robots on-demand.
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and passively adapt to complex object 
geometries by virtue of their inherent 
compliance.[1,2] These characteristics have 
enabled soft robots to capture delicate 
sea creature samples for study,[3,4] assist 
people with limited strength for grasping 
and reaching,[5,6] and have demonstrated 
utility as remote exploration and inspec-
tion devices,[7–10] all while using relatively 
simple control strategies and, in many 
cases, the absence of active feedback 
mechanisms. These strategies rely on the 
fact that a portion of control is carried out 
by the materials themselves. Specifically, 
inherently soft materials, as well as mate-
rials structured to become geometrically 
compliant, can generate necessary actua-
tion forces/pressures that can passively 
tolerate both task-specific and environ-
mental uncertainty.[2,11]

While early work in soft robotics relied 
heavily on elastomeric architectures, tex-
tiles have emerged as a class of materials 
that affords a large amount of flexibility for 
tuning material properties, making them 

useful as core materials for soft robotic actuation.[12–16] In addi-
tion, components made from textiles are lightweight, breath-
able, and robust to failure modes such as tearing.[15] These 
beneficial properties contribute to the use of textiles in our eve-
ryday clothing and allow scientists to leverage these materials 
in creating soft robotic garments that are similar in structure 
and properties to everyday clothes.[6,17–20] However, manufac-
turing remains a challenge for the development of textile-based 
soft robots. Currently, cut-and-sew fabrication strategies remain 
the primary approach used to form textile actuators.[15] This 
complex and time-consuming manufacturing paradigm relies 
on human operators, leading to increased system cost and chal-
lenges in inter-device uniformity. Cut-and-sew methods also 
constrain the actuator design space. For example, the heavy reli-
ance on sewing leads to low spatial resolution for patterning, 
with minimum tolerances in the range of 3–5 mm.[21,22] While 
bonding of fabrics has been identified as a method for higher-
resolution patterning,[12,23,24] these processes have their caveats; 
due to their use of thermal or chemical adhesion, delamination 
between layers is a prominent failure mode of the resulting 
devices. Furthermore, both bonding and sewing are subtractive 
processes which create waste.

A method to additively manufacture entire soft robotic com-
ponents on demand, directly from a single machine, could 
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1. Introduction

Pneumatic soft robots can interact safely with fragile bodies, 
traverse irregular terrain containing environmental uncertainty, 
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address all of the aforementioned issues. 3D knitting stands out 
in this regard due to its capability to create shapes that (i) are 
tunably compliant along engineered directions with spatially-
designed stiffness at high resolutions (as small as the indi-
vidual stitch level), (ii) integrate multiple materials, including 
active components, at the yarn level, and (iii) create complex 3D 
shell shapes, including but not limited to branched tubes,[25,26] 
all while using only the necessary materials and without gen-
erating waste. Specifically, knits use geometrically compliant 
interlooping or interlaced stitch architectures to form a variety 
of flexible and stretchable bulk materials, even when the con-
stituent yarns are inextensible.[2,15] Using the capabilities of this 
technology, researchers have begun to take advantage of knit 
stitch length differences to shape static inflatable structures[27] 
and to route integrated cables for actuation.[28] Functional yarns 
can be knitted to create self-deforming textiles.[29–33] Pneu-
matic knit systems are beginning to be developed, but complex 
behaviors (e.g., locomotion) have not yet been demonstrated 
without additional 3D printed components and assembly,[34] 
and some motions, such as axial extension, have not yet been 
demonstrated in any form using pneumatic knit actuators. A 
more fundamental understanding of knit structures, validated 
by rigorous experimentation, is therefore necessary to exceed 

current performance (e.g., in terms of strains, recyclability, 
multi-degree-of-freedom system integration, etc.) and generate 
a complete set of actuation profiles (i.e., contraction, extension, 
bending, coiling) to enable use in real world applications.

To understand the mechanical behavior of knits–which is 
determined both by interactions between constituent yarns and 
by the particular interlooping or interlacing stitch architectures 
used (Figure 1b)–researchers have developed models, both data-
driven and physics-based.[35–41] However, these models are limited 
to single structures (i.e., only simple jersey knits) or small strains 
(e.g., <40%, where recoverable strains for knits can surpass 200% 
(Figures  S11, S15, and S16, Supporting Information)), or they 
remain constrained to impractical or improbable materials (e.g., 
only high-bending stiffness monofilaments), which do not trans-
late to the needs of real-world actuators. In the space of computer 
graphics work on rapid simulation, visually life-like knit fabrics 
have been explored, but this work is limited to simulation.[42–46] 
This vast space of knit patterns has also begun to be explored 
experimentally, but researchers have only characterized small sub-
sets of structures[47–51] or provided databases containing limited 
characterization data without stress-strain behavior.[52,53] Without 
stress-strain behavior, there is insufficient information for the 
design of knit structures for pneumatic actuation. Furthermore,  

Figure 1. a) The 3D knitting process, in which a knitting machine manipulates multiple yarns simultaneously using mechanical carriers and employs 
a bed of needles—-the position of each is individually controlled—to interloop one or more of these yarns in a near-infinite set of configurations.  
b) Resultant knit geometries exhibit starkly different mechanical responses, allowing the mechanical behavior of a knitted manifold to be tuned con-
tinuously over its surface. c) For example, by combining jersey and garter knits into one monolithically fabricated soft actuator created in a single step 
without any human intervention, articulated bending is achieved.
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research articles often characterize dissimilar yarn materials knit 
on different machines (e.g., different style of machine, manufac-
turer, gauge, etc.) with custom settings (e.g., stitch size, tension, 
etc.), which makes results incomparable between studies and 
provides inadequate information to knit monolithic actuators 
and devices using one knitting machine. There is thus a need 
for well-characterized knit properties, parameterized across types 
of knits and constituent yarns of interest, in order to additively 
manufacture knit soft robots. Specifically, we must unravel the 
consequences of knit structure and materials on textile stiffness 
and understand the limitations of tuning parameters within the 
3D knitting process in order to develop 3D knit pneumatic actua-
tors that exceed current performance and create devices which 
rely on several unique independent motion profiles consisting of 
contraction, extension, bending and coiling.

In this work, we introduce a knitting-based additive manufac-
turing strategy to design and realize mechanically programmed 
pneumatic textile-based soft robots in an integrated and mono-
lithic manner. We leverage the unique capabilities of an additive 
manufacturing technique, V-bed weft knitting (known as 3D knit-
ting) (Figure  1a). We characterize the mechanical properties of 
knits with architectural and materials-based variations and create 
generalized guidelines. Although there is a near-limitless set of 
possible knit combinations to tune material stiffness, we focus 
on a select set of easily implemented approaches that span a large 
range of material stiffnesses, which rely on self-folding knit archi-
tectures and multi-material knitting, all of which can be paired 
with 3D shell-shaping strategies to create programmed sleeves 
for pneumatic actuation. While we cannot characterize every pos-
sible knit structure, we develop a simplified strategy to allow for 
quick comparisons between material properties of knit textiles to 
assist in unification of experimental characterization work across 
the field, which can be extended to other knit stitch architectures 
as well as larger scale 3D shapes. Taking advantage of the ability 
to create areas of engineered stiffness within 3D shell shapes, we 
demonstrate complex actuator motion, such as directed bending, 
which can be generated through the topological entanglement of 
a single yarn (Figure 1c). Motions generated demonstrate useful-
ness in several applications including grippers, lifters, and an 
inspection robot. Because of the reliance on mechanical program-
ming, the knit actuators can be unraveled and the yarn reused, 
and their soft structure allows them to remain planar and unob-
trusive in the uninflated state. The methods in this work are 
translatable to other commercial and manually-operated V-bed 
knitting machines, allowing for both large-scale and accessible 
production of soft robotic actuators at low cost.

2. Knitting to Direct Actuation Motion

2.1. Knit Architectures to Tailor Textile Stiffness

To design additively manufactured pneumatic knit actuators, we 
leverage unique capabilities of the V-bed knitting process and 
the ability to program material properties through architectural 
and materials-based methods on a Kniterate-brand V-bed knit-
ting machine (Figure S8, Supporting Information). In a V-bed 
knitting machine, yarn carriers bring yarns to arrays of needles, 
known as the front and back beds, as depicted in Figure 1a. The 

machine actuates the needles and carriers by drawing a carriage 
back and forth across the beds. The carriage selects which nee-
dles operate, and–by means of grooves in a cam plate–controls 
the needle actuation (tuck, knit, or transfer) and its parameters 
(stitch length) to form knit fabric, where the length of material 
coming off the machine is known as the warp and the perpen-
dicular direction is known as the weft (Figure  1a,b). The two-
bed layout of V-bed knitting machines allows us to create and 
shape tubes of various diameters and geometries by knitting 
with both beds in alternating directions. This two-bed layout 
also allows the machines to create complex knit architectures, 
for example, fabrics containing both front-bed knit and back-
bed knit (called purl in hand knitting) stitches. Our approaches 
to developing fabrics with programmed variations in knit stiff-
ness arise from the observation that changing these knit stitch 
structures in patterned methods can generate large changes in 
the stress–strain behavior of the bulk knit fabrics.

The simplest weft knit structure is the “jersey” knit, which 
only contains interlooping front bed stitches (Figure 2a). When 
stretched, this knit exhibits two mechanical regimes.[36] Knit 
architecture dominates the first regime: each stitch geometri-
cally reconfigures as yarns slide and straighten to minimize 
internal stresses. This initial regime manifests as an approxi-
mately linear stiffness. Once the reconfiguration is complete 
(i.e., the yarns have straightened and can no longer slide fur-
ther), the yarns themselves undergo deformation and their 
constituent material properties govern the behavior, experi-
enced as strain stiffening. These two regimes make up the dis-
tinctive “J-shaped” stress-strain curve of jersey knit structures 
(Figure 2b). In order to characterize the behavior of the knits, we 
cycled knit structures in an extension-controlled test to a max-
imum force of 15 N, and plotted the stiffness as the derivative of 
sheet stress (which is the product of engineering stress and ini-
tial thickness of the knit) with respect to strain (Figure 2d). As 
observed in our experimental characterization, increasing the 
length of yarn in each stitch within this jersey structure reduces 
the stiffness of the initial regime and also delays the onset of the 
strain stiffening region. This change in stiffness is much more 
prominent in the weft direction compared to that of the warp 
direction (Figure 2d), indicating that in a relaxed state, the warp-
wise legs of the knit are in a more-parallel configuration, which 
is supported through imaging (Figure  S12, Supporting Infor-
mation). Other experimental datasets have captured similar 
behavior, but have been limited to lower strains.[37]

A third mechanical regime can be introduced through modi-
fying the knit geometry using stitch reflections. Akin to the 
“wavy” or “wrinkled” structures observed in relatively inexten-
sible thin films, which contribute minimally to the stiffness of 
composites until flattened,[54–56] out-of-plane structures in knits 
must first be unfolded during deformation before stitch level 
behavior is seen. As observed in jersey knits, where every stitch 
on the face of the fabric can be considered a front-bed stitch, 
the 3D curved geometry of the individual stitches[57] causes the 
material to curl (Figure  S13, Supporting Information). When 
front bed and back bed stitches are combined within one fabric 
face, the opposing curvature of these reflected stitches causes 
the fabric to relax into self-folded knit structures (Figure 2a,c). 
Bands of these stitch reflections maximize folding, compared to 
random arrangements (Figures  S14, S16, and S17, Supporting 
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Information). Softness, conceptually akin to the inverse of stiff-
ness, is generated in the fabrics using these bands (known as rib 
when the bands of folds are parallel to the warp direction, and 
garter when the bands are perpendicular to the warp direction). 
We characterized a representative set of ribs and garters, bal-
anced to reduce edge curling, in the 1 × 1, 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 6 × 6, 
8 × 8, and 10 × 10 configurations, where 1 × 1 represents a 

single unit cell containing one row or column of front knits 
and back knits (Figure S15, Supporting Information). As illus-
trated in Figure  2d, increasing the amount of stitches within 
bands increases the length of the unfolding regime, therefore 
delaying the onset of the strain stiffening region; the stiffness 
of the resultant fabric in the direction perpendicular to the 
bands decreases non-monotonically.

Figure 2. a-i) At its most fundamental level, knitting requires interlooping of yarns, shown here with a simple jersey knit. Asymmetric patterns pro-
grammed as varied knit stitch geometries also alters textile properties, and can even introduce sheet-scale wrinkling, folding, and other deformations, 
as seen in knits created from vertical stitch bands, known as rib a-ii), and horizontal stitch bands known as garter a-iii) (garter fabric photograph 
recolored uniformly for labeling). These folds and deformations, when present, are typically the primary contributors to overall mechanical behavior 
during initial deformation b); after unfolding, or in the case of textiles without preprogrammed folds, the yarns themselves next reconfigure geo-
metrically, after which the apparent modulus increases rapidly once the yarns become taut and begin to stretch. Unfolding and subsequent geometric 
rearrangement are shown in the photographs in c). We characterized 18 different knit structures to create a library of mechanical properties to facilitate 
the selection of suitable structures when designing knitted robots. A knit’s stiffness in response to strain is a key criterion in this design process. The 
stiffness (obtained as the derivative of sheet stress with respect to strain) as a function of strain is shown in d). For each knit architecture (shown 
along the x-axis), the stiffness is indicated by the shading and bar width at the given strain (along y-axis). The maximum strain value varies because all 
samples were cycled to the same maximum force of 15 N and behaviors such as self-folding greatly alter the dimensions of knits which have the same 
number of stitches (Figures S16 and S17, Supporting Information).
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2.2. Knit Architecture-based Motion Primitives

Using the unique mechanical properties of knitted architec-
tures illustrated in Figure  2, we demonstrate seamlessly knit 
sleeves as primitive motion-based building blocks for contrac-
tion, extension, and bending. For example, to form a contrac-
tion actuator with its length parallel to the warp-wise direction, 
knit stitch architectures which are much softer in the weft 
direction than the warp can be used so that inflation shortens 
the actuator. In contrast, for warp-wise extension actuators, 
knit architectures that exhibit softness parallel to the warp-wise 
direction can be used. For bending actuators, a mechanical mis-
match of properties around the actuator’s length-wise direction 
can be selected with the level of mismatch tailored to achieve a 
specific bending profile or performance. Based on our library of 
knit architectures, we select knit structures with the aforemen-
tioned properties to form monolithic motion primitive actuator 
sleeves which create the desired motions when an internal 

bladder is inflated. The actuators were characterized at slow 
speeds to understand their motion with respect to the quasi-
static stress-strain behavior of the textile structures.

In order to automate the fabrication of these actuator sleeves, 
the Kniterate knit3D library[58] was developed and used to 
program structures within 3D tubes. As first demonstrated 
by Paynter in the 1980s and modeled further by Ball and col-
leagues in 2016, contraction actuators can be formed using 
jersey knitted warp-wise tubes (Figure  3a), similar to braided 
McKibben actuators.[59,60] These knitted contraction actuators 
can have a higher actuation stroke at lower forces compared to 
McKibben actuators.[59,60] Beyond simple contraction actuators 
made from jersey stitches, which rely on geometric reconfigura-
tion, prior work has not developed the use of varied structures 
to alter pneumatic actuation behavior. Here, we demonstrate 
that other structures can achieve superior contraction behavior. 
For this purpose, we developed a contracting 1 × 1 rib actuator 
(Figure  3b). Similar to pleated pneumatic artificial muscles 

Figure 3. Actuators exhibiting motion primitives (extension, contraction, and bending) can be knit in a single step on the 3D knitting machine.  
a) A jersey knit tube contracts when inflated using a gas-impermeable internal bladder, but it is outperformed by a rib knit b) as expected based on 
the mechanical properties of each knit architecture. Knitting a tube in garter, in which folding occurs orthogonally to the folds in rib knits, exhibits 
extension upon inflation c). Similarly, rotating a rib knit 90 degrees such that its warp direction is perpendicular to the direction of intended actuation 
also generates extension d). Extending these concepts to arbitrary placement of regions of contraction and extension, in this case by using jersey and 
garter on opposite sides of a tube knit in a single fabrication process without human intervention, enables bending e).
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which rely on unfolding of vertical pleats,[61] we hypothesized 
that the self-folding nature of the rib structure would unfold 
preferentially to support contraction. An interesting feature 
of this rib-knit-based actuator is that the pressure-contraction 
behavior follows a markedly different response curve than that 
of a jersey actuator (Figure S19, Supporting Information). Such 
differences in pressure-motion dependence suggest paired 
actuators in an integrated device could potentially achieve com-
plex motions with a single pressure input.[62–64]

While knit contractile actuators have been shown in prior 
work (and improved upon using new knit structures in this 
work), to the best of our knowledge, knit extension actuators 
had not yet been demonstrated. In contrast to jersey struc-
tures, where the weft is much softer than the warp direction, we 
hypothesized that changing the weft to be stiffer would cause 
actuator extension in tubes formed in the warp-wise direction. 
Based on our library of knits generated in this work, garter 
structures appeared to be ideal candidates; therefore, we created 
a 2 × 2 garter tube formed in the warp-wise direction, which cre-
ated an actuator that extended axially when inflated (Figure 3c). 
As rib structures in the weft-wise direction are much softer than 
their garter counterparts with respect to their warp-wise direc-
tion, we also illustrated that an extending tube actuator can be 
created in the weft-wise direction. The resulting rib-based actu-
ator expanded at notably lower pressures relative to the garter-
based version (Figure 3d; Figure S18, Supporting Information).

As demonstrated in prior work on pneumatic textile actua-
tors made through cut-and-sew processing, differences in mate-
rial stiffness can be used to create bending motions.[13,65] With 
information from our knit mechanics library, bending actuators 
can be created seamlessly, without cut-and-sew steps, by pairing 
different knit architectures together within one shell shape 
(Figure  3e). To demonstrate this concept, a vertically formed 
bending tube was created from a monolithic combination of 
jersey and 4×4 garter structures (Figures 1c and 3c).

2.3. Material Variations to Tailor Knit Stiffness

Modifying the yarn material used in knitting can in turn alter 
the transition points between mechanical regimes. This mate-
rial-based stiffness tuning is possible because the structural 
regimes are material-dependent, which occurs because strain, 
friction, and the ability to bend the yarn around the needles 
all vary during the knitting process, and therefore the end knit 
fabric stiffness also varies, even when using the same machine 
parameters. For yarns with low bending stiffnesses that are 
relatively inextensible, these regimes follow the previously 
described pathway of unfolding followed by geometric con-
figuration of the stitches, and finally yarn deformation; how-
ever, using extensible yarns will alter the stress–strain curve by 
changing when the fabric experiences these different regimes. 
Using elastomeric yarns that are already stretchable in their 
pre-knit state (Figure  S2 and Table S1, Supporting Informa-
tion) can alter the mechanical behavior significantly. Machine 
components tension and deform the yarn substantially during 
the knitting process.[42,66] When the forces are removed after 
the knit is complete, the resulting fabric will relax substan-
tially, causing the yarns to jam. Our data highlights that, for 

knits fabricated from these elastomeric materials, stress-strain 
anisotropy is reduced substantially and the resultant fabrics 
are initially stiffer than those made from relatively inextensible 
yarns (Figure 4a). This difference arises because the structure 
of jammed fabrics knit from stretchable yarns hinder geometric 
rearrangement in the relaxed state, and the yarns themselves 
must be stretched earlier in the deformation pathway.

Jammed knits can also be generated in a more permanent 
manner. A key challenge in developing knitted actuators is in 
preventing unwanted expansion either to use as rigid islands for 
control components or to direct motion. Post processing strat-
egies can use jamming to quell the geometric rearrangement 
that is characteristic of knits. We investigated the use of PVA-
based yarns that shrink when immersed in water to increase 
material stiffness. As illustrated in Figure 4a, the stiffness after 
shrinking increases, while the yarn stiffness itself decreases 
(Figure  S3 and Table S1, Supporting Information), indicating 
that this change is due to fabric-level structural changes. 
Through SEM imaging, we investigated the morphology of the 
shrunken textile, illustrating that in addition to shrinkage, the 
structure is jammed and not bonded (Figure 4b,c).

Akin to using knit architectures for actuation motion, these 
material-based strategies can be paired with 3D knitting. We 

Figure 4. Knits in jammed configurations have substantially different 
behavior than standard loosely knit yarns. a) Elastomeric yarns which 
are jammed have an initially stiffer linear onset as geometric reconfigura-
tion is inaccessible, even though the constituent material exhibits a lower 
modulus than acrylic (Table S1, Supporting Information). Furthermore, 
postprocessing, and thus jamming, a shrinking PVA yarn creates a much 
stiffer material; even though the constituent yarn has a lower modulus 
after processing (Figure S3 and Table S1, Supporting Information). SEM 
Image b,c) shows how postprocessing PVA yarn with water creates a 
jammed jersey knit. These material properties can also be beneficial to 
program actuation motion as shown in a bending actuator created using 
shrunk PVA and elastomer on either side d).

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2023, 33, 2212541
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demonstrate their use in forming a motion primitive bending 
actuator made using elastomeric yarn on one side and post-
processed (i.e., shrunk) PVA yarn on the other (Figure 4d).

2.4. Consequences of Knitting Strategies

All of the actuators and devices presented in this work used 
sleeves knit monolithically on a V-bed knitting machine to pro-
gram motion (Movie S1, Supporting Information). When blad-
ders are inserted into these sleeves and inflated, the engineered 
stiffness of the constraining knit sleeves programs actuator tra-
jectories. Multiple strategies of tuning knit stiffness in the warp 
and weft directions have been presented here, and when pairing 
these with 3D knitting, some considerations need to be made. 
For example, the process of half-gauging holds loops of yarn on 
every other needle, allowing the creation of varied knit stitch 
architectures with front and back bed knits within knit tubes 
and other 3D shells (Figure  S11, Supporting Information).[67] 
Half-gauging is typically a reliable process; however, this method 
reduces machine efficiency because more carriage passes are 
required to transfer stitches for storage, and it increases the 
potential for manufacturing defects due to the additional trans-
fers required. If a half-gauge fabric is knit at the same settings as 
full gauge, the added distance between needles will create a less 
dense fabric with longer stitch lengths. As sparse textile pneu-
matic actuators are less robust,[68] in our actuators, we opted to 
plait, or knit two ends of the same yarn together as one, when 
knitting in half gauge to increase fabric density.

Multi-material knitting allows for yarns with varied mechanical 
and chemical properties to be incorporated into one textile sleeve. 
Yarn carriers act as a finite resource within a machine, and can 
therefore become a constraining factor in device fabrication. An 
additional carrier is required for each completely unconnected 
block of material (even from the same base yarn) and for each 
unconnected closed tube or branch formed in the warp-wise 
direction (Figure  S20, Supporting Information). With the actua-
tors and devices presented in this article, this limitation was not 
an issue, but looking toward the future in complex integrated soft 
robots with distributed actuation and sensing, it foreshadows a 
challenge to automate monolithic manufacturing. Furthermore, 
differences in material properties can create challenges in transi-
tions between materials; for example, direct transitions from PVA 
yarn to acrylic often led to manufacturing defects at the inter-
face, so rows of elastomeric yarns were employed to ease joining 
these two dissimilar materials together. Finally, when considering 
waste, some materials can be challenging to unravel, such as the 
highly jammed elastomer and postprocessed PVA, and the use of 
multiple yarn types creates complexity in separation for recycling.

After removal from the knitting machine, fabrics relax into 
a minimal energy configuration, which varies based on the 
structure and material–different fabrics can relax quite dis-
tinctly. Short rowing (i.e., knitting on a subset of needles in the 
row to create additional vertical stitches at specific locations) 
can be used to account for vertical differences between struc-
tures, while increases and decreases (i.e., knitting on more or 
less needles, using appropriate transferring of stitches) can 
account for horizontal differences. There are limitations to the 
number of short rows or increases and decreases that can be 
performed successfully, however. In short row knitting, espe-
cially when knitting tubes, local buildup of material can affect 
global tension on the knit device; considering decreases, for 
instance, needles may not have enough space to hold several 
stacked stitches. When shifting needlebed position (known as 
racking) for transfers in these states, elevated tension on yarns 
spanning both beds may cause these yarns to break or stitches 
on nearby needles to drop. To allow for design guidelines for 
the development of soft pneumatic actuators considering these 
constraints, high level generalized features of each of the afore-
mentioned strategies of engineering stiffness are shown in 
Table 1.

3. Application Demonstrations

We demonstrate the versatility of this platform to additively 
manufacture several soft robotic devices including three soft 
grippers, a locomotive inspection robot, a high-aspect-ratio 
coiling actuator, and a self-sensing actuator. All device designs 
leveraged information from our library of material properties 
and their compatibility with 3D knitting processes.

A toroidal gripper was created from a combination of yarn 
materials and knit architectures in a design engineered to 
ensure multiple points of compliant contact. The edge sec-
tions connected to the robot arm fixture were made from stiff 
PVA shrinking yarn sheets for stability. The ability of 3D knit-
ting to create branched tubes that disconnect and rejoin allowed 
for the toroidal shape to be created. The actuated hollow 
toroidal structure was made from acrylic yarns to make use of 
knit architectural differences; tube sections parallel to the elon-
gated toroid “hole” were formed using a 1×1 rib to leverage their 
weft-wise expansion to constrain objects, and sections perpen-
dicular to the hole were made from jersey. Between the edge of 
the PVA section and the hollow branched tube portions, several  
rows of two ends of elastomeric yarn were used to allow for a 
smooth transition between dissimilar materials (i.e., PVA and 
acrylic). The toroidal gripper was able to grasp and hold a wide 
variety of object shapes and weights (Figure 5a and Movie S2, 

Table 1. Overview of stiffness-tuning strategies studied in the context of 3D knitting.

Self-Folding Architectures Stitch Length Variations Elastomeric Yarns Yarn Post-Processing (shrinking)

Additional Carriers Needed No No Yes Yes

Relaxation Dependent (i.e., short-rowing  
or increases/decreases required)

Yes Yes Yes Yes; but, relaxation occurs  
after post-processing

Half-Gauging Required Yes No No No

Material Accessibility (cost, availability) High High Moderate Low
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Supporting Information) due to its ability to conform to the 
object shape.

More “extreme” branched tubes can be leveraged for grasping 
as well. We demonstrate an X-Gripper containing right angle 
branches which makes use of two dissimilar materials (i.e., 
elastomeric yarn and post-processed (shrunk) PVA) knit on 
the front and back beds of the machine. When actuated, the 
softer elastomeric yarn expands, allowing for all legs to bend 
simultaneously and grasp a crumpled paper ball, as illustrated 
in Figure 5b and Movie S3 (Supporting Information).

In the knitting process, separate actuation chambers can be 
engineered into monolithic soft robots, including those con-
taining branched shaping. We specifically leverage the use of 
low numbers of courses and wales (i.e., 1–2 units tall or wide) 
of a multi-bed interlock structure (Figure  S21, Supporting 
Information) to segment chambers. We demonstrate this capa-
bility by creating a rotating claw gripper which contains three 
distinct chambers. The claw was knit with its length parallel to 
the warp direction. The claw body was constructed from jersey, 
and 4×4 garter was used at the sides of the claw for creating 
bending for grasping motions. The claw contained a connected 
arm, with two additional chambers separated from the claw 
body. On these separate chambers, a 4×4 garter was also used 
at the edges for directed twisting (from anisotropically length-
ening edges). These chambers could be actuated individually 
for grasping, as well as subsequent directed rotation (Figure 5c 
and Movie S4, Supporting Information).

In addition to grasping, other applications can be achieved 
by 3D knit soft robots; soft robots able to traverse through 
small spaces can be used for search and rescue, inspection 
for areas in need of repair, and exploration.[2,10] We created a 
soft inspection robot, programmed through monolithic knit-
ting from acrylic yarns through the previously described multi-
chamber methods, to create three distinct chambers for loco-
motion. These chambers include a jersey “head” and “tail” 
which expand relatively isotropically to lock their positions 
within a constrained environment, and a highly anisotropically 
extending 1×1 rib torso to propel the robot forward by changing 
the displacement between the head and tail. The ability to form 
these separate chambers with distinct structures and actuate 
them sequentially enables the robot to move through a small 
space (42 mm tall) as illustrated in Figure  5d and Movie S5 
(Supporting Information).

High aspect ratio pneumatic actuators with complex motions 
(e.g., bending and coiling) can be challenging to fabricate, and 
several specialized methods of forming these robotic compo-
nents have been demonstrated recently in the literature.[1,69,70] 
Simultaneously, large-scale actuators have been noted as an 
area of interest for new applications in industrial soft robotics, 
but face challenges when made from heavy elastomers, pushing 

development based on fabric materials and manual fabrication 
methods.[71,72] We demonstrate a coiling and contracting actu-
ator developed with an aspect ratio of 100 by using two knit 
architectures with disparate stiffness in the warp direction, the 
same as in Figure 3e, in a lengthened global design. We hypoth-
esize that much larger knit soft robots beyond those demon-
strated are quite feasible; in the knitting process, high aspect 
ratio actuator width is limited by the size of the needle bed. 
Length (warp-wise dimension), however, is less constrained, 
and defined by the number of courses knit along with stitch 
size (at the cost of increased sparseness) (Figure S12 and Table 
S2, Supporting Information). Although yarn cones are finite, 
yarns can be tied together when a cone runs out with minimal 
impacts to the fabric uniformity. The high aspect ratio actuator 
could coil and contract (Figure  5e and Movie S6, Supporting 
Information) and achieve >65% free contraction strain at a 
pressure of 62 kPa. Previous knit contraction actuators, relying 
on only the jersey architecture, have achieved a maximum of 
51% contraction strain at an elongated initial length (i.e., not a 
length prescribed by the actuator’s deformation under only its 
own weight, but an initial length prescribed by being deformed 
using an external force).[60] This high aspect ratio actuator 
could both grasp and lift objects when using higher pressures 
(Figure 5f and Movie S6, Supporting Information). Our device 
weighs 87 g, including connection hardware, and is able to lift a 
five gallon jug weighing 756 g (8.7 times actuator weight), while 
remaining compact in its unused state.

Finally, we highlight that programming knit actuator motion 
predominantly using knit stitch architectures, as opposed to mate-
rial differences,[34,73] is especially amenable to actuators with inte-
grated self-sensing capabilities. By considering the constituent 
materials’ effects on mechanical regimes, resistive deformation 
sensing can be thoughtfully designed into actuator structures. 
Previous research using plaiting of elastomeric sensing yarns  
(specifically those based on conductive particle separation, which 
result in increased resistance with applied strain) with passive 
yarns into a knit fabric for strain sensors did not yield significant 
improvements in sensor behavior compared to a knit formed 
only from sensing yarn alone.[74] However, we hypothesized that 
plaiting a spun composite sensing yarn exhibiting decreased 
resistance with strain (in contrast to the above sensing mecha-
nism)[75] with an insulating yarn would perform well because 
intra-conductor contacts could be further engineered. Specifi-
cally, we plaited blended conductive yarns with passive acrylic 
yarns for a self-sensing actuator. In addition to practical consid-
erations (e.g., less of an expensive specialty yarn is used, while 
allowing for a dense knit structure that reduces rupture-based 
failures as described in McKibben actuators[68]), this method can 
support a sensor that tracks the internal pressure in the actuator 
(Figure 5g and Movie S7, Supporting Information).

Figure 5. Demonstrations leveraging 3D knit actuators and devices. a) A knit toroidal gripper made from branched tubes can grasp a variety of objects 
including a cone of yarn. b) More extreme branched tubes paired with multi-material knitting create a cross gripper which uses bending appendages 
to grip. c) A multi-chamber claw relying on different knit architectures can grip as well as perform directed rotations based on which chambers are 
inflated. d) A multi-chamber knit inspection robot uses differences in knit architectures to sequentially anchor the extremities against the external sur-
roundings and extend and contract the body for movement. e) A high-aspect-ratio 3D knit actuator made from two structures can coil to outperform 
existing tubular knit actuators in contraction. f) This same high aspect ratio actuator can coil within a small-necked jug, much heavier than the actuator 
itself, to grasp and lift at a higher pressure. g) Plaiting with conductive yarn is amenable to knits using different structures for motion and can be used 
to track inflation pressure.
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4. Conclusion 

The use of 3D knitting for soft robots is an emerging research 
area, yet there have been few quantitative studies on how to 
tune actuation motion. The ability to structure knits at sev-
eral scales–from stitch geometry and material to self-folding 
structures–allows for a variety of mechanical properties and 
behavior. We have demonstrated a wide array of strategies and 
structures in this work, and we show how these strategies can 
be leveraged to generate knit actuation motions not yet dem-
onstrated in extensional actuators, to improve performance 
beyond the state of the art (e.g., a high-aspect ratio coiling con-
traction actuator), and to monolithically form complex, multi-
actuator devices, such as a fully integrated inspection robot. 
Furthermore, we have demonstrated that sensing can be paired 
with these strategies in a knit bending actuator with the ability 
to track its pressure. Our focus on how knit materials and struc-
tures lead to mechanical properties and how these features are 
compatible with the 3D knitting process enables new design 
rules engineers and materials scientists can build on. As such, 
this work represents a step toward generalizing and standard-
izing the capabilities of knitting as a waste-free additive man-
ufacturing approach capable of monolithically generating soft 
robots and other useful actuators and devices.

5. Experimental Section
Several yarns were used in this work and were detailed in the text; 
specifically, knit mechanical property samples were created with 16/2 
Vybralite Acrylic Yarns, National Spinning Co. (Peter Patchis Yarns, USA), 
elastomeric yarn samples were produced using two ends of Yeoman 
Yarns Elastomeric Nylon Lycra (Yeoman Yarns, United Kingdom) plaited 
together (i.e., knit together as one yarn), made from 81% nylon and 19% 
Lycra (a brand name of spandex), Solvron SHC 750 dtex three-ply yarn 
(Nitivy Co. LTD, Japan) made from 100% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was 
used as a shrinking yarn and shinking post-processing of the PVA yarn 
was performed by soaking the yarn in 46° water for 5 min, and finally, one 
end 50/2 and one end of 50/3 Bekinox conductive yarn (Beakart, Belgium) 
each consisting of the same composition of 80% steel and 20% cotton, 
plaited together as one yarn with one end of previously described acrylic 
Vybralite yarn was used for the self-sensing actuator. Further information 
on yarn construction and tensile properties, tested using an Instron 
universal testing machine, are included in Supporting Information.

All samples were knit on a Kniterate V-bed knitting machine 
(Figure  S8, Supporting Information) (Kniterate, EU) using the 
aforementioned yarns. All stress–strain testing of knit architectural 
and materials samples was performed using Instron universal testing 
machines using specialized grips (Figure S10, Supporting Information) 
to prevent slippage. Unless otherwise stated, knitting was performed at 
standard full gauge settings where lateral tension was kept at 100% and 
upper yarn tension was maintained at 50%, takedown roller movement 
was set to 5.71 mm (400 units in Kniterate-specific machine roller 
values), knitting speed was set to 0.88 m s-1 (400 units in Kniterate-
specific machine speed values), stitch size was set to four, and transfer 
speed was set to 0.66 m s-1 (300 units in Kniterate-specific machine 
speed values). These settings were empirically tuned to successfully 
produce samples and minimize manufacturing defects. To create double 
bed knit architectures within 3D knitted shells, half gauge knitting was 
required.[67] All half gauge knitting was performed in standard half gauge 
settings of a stitch size of five with roller motion setting set to 6.42 mm 
(450 units) using two ends of acrylic Vybralite yarn to create a dense 
fabric, unless otherwise specified. These settings were empirically tuned 
to prevent manufacturing defects.

Programming for all stress–strain samples was performed using 
the Python frontend[76] of the Knitout Specification.[77] 3D knit actuator 
motion was programmed using the Kniterate knit3D library developed 
for this project[58] and Python scripts written using the Knitout Python 
frontend.[76] The Kniterate-specific backend[78] was used to convert the 
Knitout programs to “kcode” (a lower level machine language usable 
by the Kniterate knitting machine). All Knitout code is included in the 
3Dknit_softrobots Github Repository.

To form air-tight pouches to pressurize the 3D knit soft robots, 
oversized sealed bladders made from Strechlon 200 film (Fibre Glast, 
USA) were formed using previously demonstrated methods[13,79] and 
inserted into knit sleeves. Bladders were connected to tubing and closed 
using barbed fittings, cable ties, and Silpoxy adhesive (Smooth-On Inc., 
USA). Complex 3D actuators with integrated bladder insertion holes had 
holes closed manually using the same yarn.

To evaluate all motion-primitive actuators, Images were taken with a 
DSLR camera at static set pressures and pressure was measured using 
a high-resolution digital gauge (MGA-30-A-9V-R, SSI Technologies LLC).
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